
BEGINNING
● A meteor crashes to earth one night. Soon a crowd of government agents swarm the

crash site and the small, squid-like aliens that came along with the meteor are locked up
and taken to a secret government lab facility.

● One of the aliens manages to escape the tiny, glass case they’re being held in and
makes a run for it. The alien then manages to hop into the back of a nondescript
government shipment truck and hides amongst one of the crates within. Nonethewiser,
the driver of the truck starts the journey through a barren desert as the sun starts to rise.

● Meanwhile, sometime later in the morning, Guy the Gas Station Attendant is going
through his morning rounds. Or, more accurately, he’s kinda just standing around and
rethinking his life choices (because what else is there to do at a gas station in the middle
of the desert?)

● At that moment, a nondescript, not-at-all-useful-to-the-governemnt shipment truck
happens to drive near the gas station.

● The latch to the truck’s back door is old and unstable, so it shouldn’t come as much of a
surprise when the door itself slips open just enough for one of the crates to fall out.

● Guy, who had seen the whole thing, is unfazed (though he can’t help but wonder if the
delivery guy is trying out new ways to drop off packages or if they were just lazy). He
brings the crate inside and unpacks the conveniently-packaged-and-not-at-all-suspious
contents, stocking them along the shelves.

● Guy becomes hungry since he skipped out on breakfast (again) and decided to make a
hotdog using some of the meat from the previously-delivered crate. He soon takes a bite,
promptly has some sort of seizure and passes out.

● Later, Guy awakens to find that he’s no longer alone.
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